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Venue/ 

"Dance Away"

Venue/ has been around for sometime and is tucked away beneath a few

stairs. If you love dance music, especially underground dance, then this is

the place to be. From resident DJs to visiting ones, you can be sure of a

fun-filled time at this small club. Groove to the beats till way into the

morning with locals and foreigners alike at this veteran club.

 119-29 Itaewon-ro 27 ga-gil, Itaewon-dong, Seúl
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Cakeshop 

"Don't Go By The Name"

Located in an old building with exposed steel and concrete along with dim

lights, the Cakeshop is an underground club in Itaewon. The warehouse

styled club features a huge dance floor, lounges and a terrace. With music

being the priority, you will find the best of DJs playing here and clubbers

grooving till wee in the morning during weekends. The raw energy of

Cakeshop has made it a popular spot in Seoul's nightlife.

 +82 1047656139  cakeshopseoul@gmail.com  B1 34-16 Itaewon, Seúl

Once In A Blue Moon 

"Seoul's Own Blue Moon"

Swing to the tune of Jazz and fusion music at the Once In A Blue Moon.

This is Seoul's own, designed on the likes of Blue Moon Stars of America—

a place where you can feel like you are in Chicago or New Orleans. The

food prices are a bit on the higher side, but considering the excellent

French, Mexican and other local dishes they offer, this can be happily

ignored. Order their famous lobsters and eye steaks that are just mouth-

watering, and accompany it with any one of the 300 wines available here.

 +82 2 549 5490  www.onceinabluemoon.co

.kr

 Jazzclub@onceinabluemoo

n.co.kr

 85-1 Cheongdam-dong, Seúl
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Monkey Museum 

"Posh Lounge"

Besides its quirky name, there is nothing eccentric about the Monkey

Museum. The brainchild of Seungri, a member of the popular South

Korean boy band, Big Bang, it is a private lounge and club. This high-end

spot with its swank decor and cozy ambiance is known to host among the

finest DJs from across the world. Though it only opened in 2016, it has

gained in popularity and is a favorable choice with the city's hipsters.

 +82 2 541 9015  8 Dosan-daero 57-gil, B1 -91, Cheongnam-dong, Seúl
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Club Octagon 

"Snazzy Club"

Club Octagon has been wowing clubbers since 2011. This acclaimed club

with its futuristic look enhanced by the octagonal design elements

throughout this massive place has hosted several celebrity DJs both

Korean and internationally. Showcasing the best electronic and hip-hop

DJs, you can groove to the music till way into the morning. The state-of-

the-art technology just enhances your clubbing experience. Dress to

impress at this upscale nightclub.

 +82 2 516 8847  info@octagonseol.com  645 Nonhyeon-ro, B1/B2, New Hilltop

Hotel, Seúl
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Dstar 

"After Sunrise Partying"

Gangnam is among the elitist neighborhoods of Seoul. Naturally you will

find plenty of trendy spots to dine, shop, drink and party. One such place

and most probably the only one in the city is the D-Star. Set in the hip and

luxurious, GLAD LIVE, this swanky after hours club is where you can

groove to the tunes of top EDM musicians till next day morning, after

sunrise! The 3D video mapping adds another fun element to the overall

clubbing experience at this spot.

 +82 2 6177 5250  korea-club-dstar.business.site/  223 Bongeunsa-ro, L1, GLAD LIVE, Seúl

Freebird Cosmic Live 

"Home Of Korean Rock"

Free Bird is regarded as the home of Korean rock bands. On the walls are

numerous autographs of famous Korean bands who have visited this

establishment. Although the stage is not very large, customers enjoy the

positioning of seats so close to the stage. Everyday, this place is crowded

with people anxious to hear loud rock music. For drinks, have some beer

or pick out from their other list of beverages.

 +82 2 333 2701  408-16 Seokyo-dong, Seúl
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Vurt 

"Experimental EDM"

If you are a true fan of EDM, then Vurt might intrigue you. Opened in

2014, its unlike the swanky or flashy clubs you will find in town. Dimly lit,

this underground club's minimalist design is kept in mind for clubbers to

groove to the enthralling techno beats. Listen to the beats of talented

techno artists who will take underground music to the next level.

 flavors.me  info@vurt.kr  11 Dongmak-ro, Seúl
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